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Humanimal Trust Ambassador Speaker  

Role Description 

 

Reports to: Development Manager 

Purpose 

We want a world where both humans and animals have better opportunities to benefit from medical 
progress because vets, doctors and researchers routinely collaborate and share – this is One Medicine. 
 
We drive collaboration between vets, doctors and researchers so that humans and animals benefit from 
medical progress, but not at the expense of an animal’s life. 
 
In talking to community groups we aim to: 
 

- Increase awareness and improve understanding of One Medicine, engaging the public by 
showing the evidence and demonstrating the case for change 

- Inspire everyone to take the One Medicine message forward for the benefit of future 

generations of both humans and animals 

- Drive support to Humanimal Trust so that we can develop our work and continue to facilitate 

One Medicine 

Main Role Activities 

- Help us deliver the key messages of Humanimal Trust to community groups across England, Wales 
and Scotland 

- Approach groups in your local community to arrange talks 
- Deliver talks about the work of Humanimal Trust to community groups in your area, for example, 

Rotary Club, U3A, Townswomens Guild, Dog Clubs, etc. 
- To submit feedback to the Humanimal Trust office online or by post and pass on any charity 

donations made 
 

Desired Skills and Attributes 
- Have empathy, enthusiasm and understanding of the objectives of Humanimal Trust 
- Experience of as well as confidence and enjoyment in meeting and presenting to a variety of people 

and to varied group sizes (these can be anything up to several hundred people or as small as a 
handful of individuals) 

- Confidence in approaching community groups to promote talks about the work of Humanimal Trust 
- Ability and willingness to travel 
- Flexible availability to enable attendance at community group meetings 
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- Enjoy working as part of a friendly team 
- Strong communication skills 
- Good computer skills, particularly email and PowerPoint use 
- A desire to make a positive difference to the world! 

Timeframe 

- Community Groups usually meet during the week in the afternoon or evening so talks would be 
given during these times 

- As a guide the Trust would aim for Ambassador Speakers to deliver at least one talk per month as 
they become established in their chosen area 

Location 

This is a community based role. Ambassador speakers can decide where they are based (perhaps home or 
work area, or both) and how far they are happy to travel. 

Support 

- Full induction into Humanimal Trust including training on talk delivery as part of the Ambassador 
Speaker toolkit  

- Scripts, presentations, leaflets, donation pot and screen/data projector equipment as needed 
- Support from the office team in approaching relevant groups in the chosen geographic area (email 

introduction, possible advertising in WI listings etc.)  
- Ongoing support as per Ambassador feedback. 

 
Additional Information 

- Humanimal Trust Ambassadors need to be at least 18 years of age 
- If using own transport, Ambassadors will need to ensure that any motor insurance policies cover 

using your vehicle for voluntary activity  
- Pre agreed reasonable out of pocket expenses, including travel, will be paid according to 

Humanimal Trust’s Expenses Policy 
 

 
 


